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The reference diver technique (Scholander, Claff and Sveinsson, 1952a) has

made it possible to study in detail the oxygen consumption of large single cells.

In a previous paper (Scholander, Claff and Sveinsson, 1952b) we reported observa-

tions on single protozoans, and in the present study we present data on the oxygen
consumption during the first four cell divisions of the fertilized eggs of two sea

urchins. Strongylocentrotus purpiiratus and 5". franciscanus, a sand dollar, Den-
draster ex centric us, and the echiuroid worm, Urechis caupo.

During mitosis a series of events takes place, all of which require energy in one
form or another. These events could conceivably occur within the limits of a

perfectly steady total flow of energy expenditure or they might present themselves

as bumps or cycles on top of a "basal" energy exchange. The gross process of

cleaving one lump of protoplasm into two or more pieces is one phase which could

readily be expected to be associated with such an excess oxygen intake. In aerobic

eggs the energy necessary for mitosis may in the last analysis be oxidative, and it

is therefore natural to look for cycles in the oxygen consumption correlated to the

anatomical events. Many authors have looked for such cycles in the oxygen con-

sumption with both positive and negative results. For a complete survey the

reader is referred to the excellent monographs by Needham (1931) and Brachet

(1950).

Gray (1925) in two mass run measurements on Echinus esculentns, using a Bar-

croft respirometer, found no cycling in the oxygen consumption. By re-calculating

and plotting his data according to the procedure which is described below, it is ap-

parent that in one of his runs there are actually very slight accelerations in the rate

associated with each of the three cleavages.

Runnstrom (1933a), using the Warburg apparatus, in mass runs with Paracen-

trotus Hindus, found an increase in oxygen consumption starting at the appearance of

the cleavage furrow. Brachet (1932, 1934, 1935, 1950), using in most experiments
a Fenn respirometer, found cycling in the oxygen consumption of frog eggs (Rana

1 This work was supported by a grant from the William F. Milton Fund.
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jusca). In 34 runs with some 80 eggs per respirometer, he found that the peaks
of his curves coincided with the appearances of the cleavage furrow.

Zeuthen (1949, 1950a, 1950b, 1950c) found cycling to be of constant occurrence

in eggs of Psammechimts miliaris, Strongylocentrotus jranciscanus, Dendraster ex-

centricus and Urechis caupo, which were run several hundred at a time in modified

Cartesian divers. The cleavage usually took place when the rate of oxygen con-

sumption was at a minimum. In all of the echinoderms mentioned he found

that the cycling increased markedly in intensity after the fifth to seventh division.

Tang (1948) reports similar results on Arbacia punctulata, using the Warburg
technique.

In all mass runs one must depend upon the degree of synchronism of the cleav-

ages of a great number of eggs. There is necessarily some individual variability in

the cleavage rhythm, and one faces the risk of promoting asynchronism by tension

gradients developing in a sedimented cell mass. Whatever the reasons may be for

differences in the individual rhythm of eggs, it would seem likely that the cell divi-

sions would get progressively more out of step at each successive division. As am-

ply demonstrated, especially by Zeuthen, the statistical approach has yielded ex-

tremely valuable information. A certain degree of blurring of the details is inevitable

in mass determinations, however, and it is hence of interest whenever possible to

supplement the information by runs on single eggs. This has hitherto been possible

only for very large eggs, such as that of the frog. Zeuthen (1946) studied single

frog eggs (Rana platyrrhina) in modified Cartesian divers, and found that cycling
was a regular feature, with cleavage beginning at or slightly after a respiratory mini-

mum. Cycling was also found to take place without cytoplasmic division.

In the present investigation we have undertaken to analyze on single eggs the

oxygen consumption during cell division in several marine species. With the ex-

ception of 5". purpuratus, Zeuthen (1949, 1950c) has studied the same forms in

mass runs.

MATERIAL ANDMETHODS

The echinoderm material was secured at Friday Harbor, Washington, and

Urechis at Pacific Grove, California.

Eggs and sperm from S. purpuratus and Dendraster were obtained either by

spontaneous spawning or by injection of isotonic KC1 solution. The spawning sea-

son was over for S. franciscanits, but enough eggs for our purpose were obtained by

removing the ovary and shaking pieces of it in cold sea water, washing out a dozen

eggs or more. The eggs were then rinsed free of all debris in several dishes of sterile

and cool sea water. All dishes were kept cool.

Dendraster has a thick and colorful "furry" coating on the egg. This was

stripped off from the fertilization membrane by passing the egg repeatedly through
a narrow pipette opening.

The eggs and sperm of Urechis were taken by pipette from the genital pores.

In this species all runs were performed on material from the same two animals,

whereas in the echinoderms new pairs were used each time. Much difficulty was

encountered with the Urechis eggs in the beginning because the egg adhered badly

to the chamber wall and made the diver stick. It required many passings of the egg

through a pipette to get rid of this stickiness.

At zero time the eggs were fertilized by stirring them with a fine glass tip which
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had been touched to a cold and concentrated sperm suspension. The fertilization

was followed under a dissecting microscope and as soon as the membrane had de-

veloped, a perfect-looking egg was picked for the run. This egg was transferred

through two or three dishes of cold sterile sea water and loaded into the chamber,
which was kept cold by having the supporting stopper chilled beforehand. The

centrifuge was kept in the refrigerator. Sterile technique was used throughout (see

Scholander ct al., 1952a).

PRESENTATIONOF DATA

In Figure 1 the cumulative oxygen consumption of the Dendraster runs has been

plotted in /^u,l, omitting most readings that are less than three minutes apart. Under
each of these curves we have drawn a straight line representing an average rate

measured in ^l/min. Weare particularly interested in seeing to what degree the

observed curves deviate from the straight lines. To find this we calculated a series

of figures for the average oxygen consumption corresponding in time to the observed

consuriPTion
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FIGURE 1. Cumulative total oxygen consumption during cell divisions in single eggs of

the sand dollar, Dendraster excentricus. The beginning and end of each cell division are marked

by vertical lines and the number of cells at the end of the division is indicated. Under each

curve is drawn a straight line taken as the average rate of consumption. The position of each

curve on the ordinate scale is arbitrary.
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figures. The two sets of figures were subtracted from each other point by point,

giving the absolute deviations from linearity in ^u.1. The deviations were plotted at

their proper times and could now be sufficiently enlarged to permit a detailed analysis.
The curve thus obtained is slightly skewed to the left because the values are plotted
at an angle from the original ordinates. This effect is entirely negligible when
the oscillations are as small as those presented. Wehave chosen this way of treat-

ing the data rather than recalculating the observations as a change of rate from point
to point. The latter procedure has been most commonly used but is wasteful of

good data if the observation points are very close together. The present curves

represent simply the deviations from a straight line re-plotted on a magnified scale.
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FIGURE 2. Cell volume in relation to rate of oxygen consumption in single marine eggs

through the first three to four cell divisions after fertilization. Each point represents data from
one egg. Tp. 15-17.

The results of the oxygen consumption determinations in four species of marine

eggs are given in Figures 3-6. At each division the first appearance of a cleavage
furrow is marked with one vertical line, and the complete separation of the cells

with a second line. Up to the eight cell stage these lines are quite accurate, as all

the cells could be clearly seen by turning the chamber. The beginning of the

cleavage at the 8-16 cell division is accurate to about one minute, whereas the end,

when the last cell finished dividing, is less certain. It is quite difficult to determine

accurately the starting and finishing times for the 16-32 cell division, and for the

next division (32-64 cells) they are even more difficult to see.

In Figures 3-6 the rate is represented by the slope of the curves. At the

average rate they run horizontal. Above the second division a point has been lo-

cated which corresponds to a 10% increase in the oxygen consumption in the period
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FIGURE 3. Deviations from a linear rate of oxygen consumption during cell division in

single eggs of a sea urchin, Strongylocentrotus purpuratus. The average rate runs horizontal.

A 10% increase of rate is indicated by the slope of the dotted lines. The ordinate units represent

the absolute deviations given in w*l. The parallel lines indicate the spread of the observations

and are drawn 1 Mapart. The beginning and end of the cell cleavages are indicated by vertical

lines and the digit at the end of the division gives the resulting number of cells. The position

of each curve on the ordinate scale is arbitrary. Insert : Section of Curve IV recalculated as a

rate curve.
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FIGURE 4. Deviations from a linear rate of oxygen consumption during cell division in

single eggs of a sea urchin, Strongylocentrotus franciscanus. The average rate runs horizontal.

A 10% increase of rate is indicated by the slope of the dotted lines. The ordinate units represent

the absolute deviations given in w*!. The parallel lines indicate the spread of the observations

and are drawn 2 MM! apart. The beginning and end of the cell cleavages are indicated by vertical

lines and the digit at the end of the division gives the resulting number of cells. The position

of each curve on the ordinate scale is arbitrary.
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between the first two divisions, and the slope of a 10% rate change is given by the

dotted line. The magnitudes of observed changes in rate can hence be estimated by

comparing them with the slope of this line. The absolute deviations are directly

plotted as ordinates.

Two parallel lines have been drawn one on each side of the observed points,

encompassing their scattering. The distance between these lines and hence the

scattering varies from 0.5
JU./A!

to 2
//,/*!. Some of the curves show a slow increase of

rate throughout the experiment. We dare not attach significance to these slow
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FIGURE 5. Deviations from a linear rate of oxygen consumption during cell division in

single eggs of a sand dollar, Dendraster excenlricus. The average rate runs horizontal. A 10%
increase of rate is indicated by the slope of the dotted lines. The ordinate units represent the

absolute deviations given in MM!. The parallel lines indicate the spread of the observations and
are drawn 2 wl apart. The beginning and end of the cell cleavages are indicated by vertical

lines and the digit at the end of the division gives the resulting number of cells. The position
of each curve on the ordinate scale is arbitrary.

trends as they are in magnitude inside the possible limits of a base line drift ( Scho-

lander et al., 1952a, Fig. 7), and the possibility of infection cannot be entirely dis-

counted. A slight steady drift does not, however, obscure the relatively short-

time details in which we are interested.

RELATION OF EGGVOLUMETO OXYGENCONSUMPTION

The egg cell diameter, not including the fertilization membrane, was measured,

and from this the volume calculated, considering the cell a sphere. In Urechis the
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measurement was taken after the caved-in pole had swelled out. In Figure 2 the

egg volume is plotted against the average oxygen consumption during the first

three to four cleavages. It will be seen that there is a very considerable variability

in individual eggs as to both size and rate. In 6\ purpuratus the oxygen consump-
tion varied two- to threefold for the same egg volume and there is on the whole

poor or no correlation with size. Paramecium with the same range of size as these

eggs had a metabolic rate about 5-10 times higher (Scholander et a!., 1952b).
Published data from mass runs for the most part fit well with our data. Tyler

and Humason (1937) found an average O2 consumption of Dendrastcr excentricus
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FIGURE 6. Deviations from a linear rate of oxygen consumption during cell division in

single eggs of an echiuroid worm, Urcchis caupo. The average rate runs horizontal. A 10%
increase of rate is indicated by the slope of the dotted lines. The ordinate units represent the

absolute deviations given in MM!. The parallel lines indicate the spread of the observations

and are drawn 0.5 w\ apart. The beginning and end of the cell cleavages are indicated by
vertical lines and the digit at the end of the division gives the resulting number of cells. The

position of each curve on the ordinate scale is arbitrary.

of 208 /A/xl/hour at 15. Lindahl and Holter (1940) gave an average egg volume

of 584/x/il and an O2 consumption (18) of 155
/*.//,!

for Parac entrains livid us.

Borei (1948) obtained an average egg volume of 556
/*/*!

for Psammechinus miliaris,

with an O, consumption (18) of 184
//.jul.

He found Asterias glacialis to have a

very large egg of 2520
fj.p.1

with an O2 consumption (18) of only 250^1. Arbacia

pu-nctulata, with an egg volume of 190-260
/x/xl (Tang, 1931), has an oxygen con-

sumption between 34 and 100 wA (Krahl, 1950).

The oxygen consumption in our material of single fertilized eggs varies greatly
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FIGURE 7. Generalized curves of cycling in the oxygen consumption of marine eggs.

Upper : Curve showing the deviation from a linear rate of oxygen consumption such as obtained

in the present investigation (Figs. 3-6). The region where cleavage occurred is given by hori-

zontal lines. "Excess" oxygen consumption is indicated by a distance. Lower : This curve

represents the upper curve recalculated as a conventional rate curve. The horizontal lines repre-

sent the regions where cytoplasmic cleavage started and ended, as found by different authors

(B Brachet, R = Runnstrom, T = Tang, Z = Zeuthen). The arrows (frog data) denote

the region where the furrows started. "Excess" oxygen consumption is indicated by the shaded

area.

individually with a poor or no correlation to size, and on the whole it seems doubtful

that a near linear relation such as indicated by Smith and Kleiber (1950) exists.

RELATION OF OXYGENCONSUMPTIONTO CELL CLEAVAGE

The deviations from an average linear oxygen consumption have been plotted
for fertilized eggs of four marine species (Figs. 3-6). Data pertaining to these

runs and not given in the figures are presented in Table I.

Strongylocentrotns pnrpuratus. This species has very slowly cleaving eggs.

Figure 3, curve IV showr
s a considerable cycling with total rate changes of about

20-25 %. In this run the third cell division seemed delayed and showed poor

synchronization, leaving one cell undivided. The cyclings decrease strongly in

amplitude with time. If we interpret the increase of rate after, for example, the

second division, as an "oxygen debt", it would, according to the construction given
in Figure 7, amount to about 10-15% of the oxygen consumed during the period
between the divisions. The rate increase by the cell division may well have other

causes. In the insert on Figure 3 we have given the data before, during, and after

the second cell division, recalculated from curve IV of Figure 3 as a conventional

rate curve. The abrupt increase of rate at the cell division and the subsequent
slow decline are clearly visible. We have not been able to find any clue from the

data presented in Table I as to why this egg. IV. showed such a strong cycling.
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Curve III shows an increase of rate at the first cell division of about 8%, suggestive
of cycling. Curve II shows also an increase of rate at the cell divisions. Curve I

exhibits a steadily increasing oxygen consumption and is inconclusive as to cycling.

5". franciscanus. In Figure 4, curves II, III, and IV, there are slight rate in-

creases at the first and second divisions suggestive of cycling, but later there are none.

When the single cell in curve III divided directly into four cells there was about

a 15% increase in rate, or about twice that seen in II where the egg cleaved only
into two. In curve IV the single cell sprang directly into eight cells with no more
increase, ho.wever, than the cell which cleaved into two. It would seem likely that

splitting into eight would represent more of a disturbance than splitting into two,

and that it would show up in the oxygen consumption if the eggs were otherwise

the same. This discordance may be explained by the fact that different eggs may

TABLE I

Oxygen consumption in marine eggs

Data pertaining to Figures 3-6

No.
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cycle to a very different degree (cj., S. purpuratus}. The later cell divisions in

both runs, III and IV, were of normal appearance. At the end of these runs the

cells were taken out of the chamber and placed in dishes, where they developed into

perfectly normal-appearing plutei.

Dendraster excentricus. This is the only egg tested that seems to cycle regu-

larly. The cycling is strongly damped and almost vanishes after the third division

(see Figure 5, V and VI). The cleavage takes place after a low rate and is im-

mediately followed by a rise. In curves I, V, and VI the cycling is superimposed

upon a general increase in the oxygen consumption, which gives the impression of

a persisting, stepwise increase at each division. It cannot be definitely excluded

that this general increase may have been caused by baseline drift or possibly in-

fection. Most cleavages were recorded with observations every minute, in order

to see if any relatively rapid changes would take place immediately at the cleavage.
No such changes were found.

Urechis caupo. This animal has a slowly metabolizing egg and great care was
taken to minimize the spread of the observations, which in the later runs (Figure 6,

III, IV, and V) were within 0.5/x,jul. No cycling could be observed except in

number II, where it appears rather clearly.

As a result of the above described runs on single eggs we may say that the cell

division in many cases takes place without any visible change in rate of oxygen

consumption. When a change does occur it is most commonly seen as a rather

abrupt increase of rate at the first cell cleavage. Sometimes this increase subsides

and is repeated at the next cleavage. We then get cycles in the oxygen con-

sumption. These were clearly present only in S. purpuratits and Dendraster, and

of inconstant occurrence in both. The cycles have a shape usually like the one drawn
in Figure 7 (upper), rather than a regular sine shape. This generalized curve has

been recalculated into a rate curve (Fig. 7, lower). It will be seen that this im-

plies that the rise of rate is much more rapid than the decline (rf. insert of actual

curve in Fig. 3). The cycling is in all cases strongly damped and usually vanishes

after the second or third division. What happens after the fourth or fifth division

we have not followed.

In the cases where we see a clear cycling in the O2 consumption it seems that the

cytoplasmic cleavage is closely associated with an increase in the rate of oxygen

consumption (shaded line in Fig. 7). The elevated rate may persist for 30 minutes

to one hour after the division is through and has been termed an "excess consump-
tion." It may reflect an oxidative debt left over from the cleavage, although this

took place under perfectly aerobic conditions. Direct calorimetry has 'so far not

yielded sufficiently detailed information to clarify this point. Rogers and Cole

(1925) found a 10% drop in the rate of heat production at the first cleavage of

eggs of Arbacia punctulata. Trurnit (1939) found that eggs of Psammcchinus

miliaris cleaved during a temperature maximum. His technique has been questioned

(Zeuthen, 1946).

The earlier data on mass runs where cycling has been found appear on the whole

to agree with our findings, in that most authors have observed cleavage to start at

or near a low oxygen consumption (Fig. 7). Zeuthen (1949, 1950c) states for

all his marine eggs that the cleavage furrow appears when the respiration is de-

creasing. His drawings actually show a relation more like that presented in our
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Figure 7. By comparing his Figures 1 and 3 (1950c), the cell division in Urechis

evidently did not correlate well with the cycling, but occurred as we have plotted

it in Figure 7, one position seemingly contradicting the other. He also found pe-

riodicity in a frog egg that did not divide, and hence considered that the extra oxygen

consumption was not closely connected with the cytoplasmic cleavage. We have

observed two 6\ purpuratus eggs that did not divide and these did not show any

change in O, consumption at the time when they should have normally divided.

INFLUENCE OF Low OXYGENTENSION UPONTHE RESPIRATORYRATE AND
CLEAVAGE

Experiments were made to find out to what extent lowering of the oxygen ten-

sion during an experiment would influence the rate of oxygen consumption. For

this purpose the water was saturated with air instead of oxygen, so that the egg
would actually run itself out of oxygen. Figure 8 shows that the oxygen consump-
tion keeps on at normal rate until the last one or two minutes, when it abruptly

stops. If the egg uses 180 //,/tl/hour or 3 /x/xl/min., and uses up all of the oxygen,
then the consumption would not start to drop until there are only 6 /u^l left. Six
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FIGURE 8. Oxygen consumption in single cells : experiments where the chamber water
was charged with air instead of oxygen. At the sharp bend the cell has used up all of the oxygen.
In the upper curve the oxygen ran out just as cell cleavage started. The cleavage continued

without any oxygen consumption. The irregularities during this division are artifacts due to

sticking of the pressure control, produced by the excitement of the operator. The position of

each curve on the ordinate scale is arbitrary.
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^1 oxygen will exert a pressure of 1/100 atmosphere when dissolved in 20,000

water, and hence the oxygen consumption did not start to drop until a pressure of

7-8 mm. Hg was reached. This is in good agreement with Amberson's data on
Arbacia punctitlata (1928). In this species normal respiration keeps up until

about 20 mm. O2 tension is reached. The abrupt cessation of the oxygen consump-
tion in our experiments is satisfactorily explained by the low O, capacity of the

system compared to the relatively high rate of O2 consumption.
Two of our curves showed a slight increase in flotation pressure after the cessa-

tion of oxygen consumption. This may be a sign of fixed acid formation with conse-

quent release of CO2 . Perlzweig and Barren (1928) found lactic acid formation

in Arbacia punctitlata and Runnstrom (1933b) and Borei (1934) found fixed acid

formation at fertilization in two other echinoderms. In two other curves we found,

however, a slight decrease in the flotation pressure.
In one instance (Fig. 8, upper curve) the cleavage furrow appeared during the

very minute when the egg ran out of oxygen. The division went on to full com-

pletion, however, in spite of a complete cessation of the oxygen consumption. Evi-

dently, therefore, cell division in this species can be completed without oxygen con-

sumption and in spite of a presumably very low oxygen tension. E. B. Harvey ( 1927)
showed that complete absence of oxygen would stop the mitosis in Arbacia, and like-

wise in Echinus inicrotnberculatus and Strongylocentrotus livid us. Amberson

(1928) found Arbacia eggs unable to divide below an oxygen tension of 4 mm. Hg.
Arbacia punctulata will continue cleavage after the addition of KCN (Blumenthal,

1930) and Orstrom (see Runnstrom, 1933a) found that Paracentrotus livid its

would continue cleavage if brought into a pure nitrogen atmosphere at or after the

diaster stage. Our observation may therefore be taken as a direct demonstration

of what previous results have strongly indicated, namely, that cytoplasmic cleavage
can proceed without oxygen consumption. The anaerobic energy may well be fur-

nished by adenosine triphosphate, as Barnett (1951) found that this substance

would produce cleavage in Arbacia eggs that had been stopped by anoxia.

CONCLUSIONS

The presented facts may be interpreted along the following lines. The cytoplas-
mic cleavage is associated with a relatively sudden transformation of energy. Since

the cleavage, when started, will proceed anaerobically, the energy needed is not

supplied directly by oxidation. As indicated by Barnett (1951) it may be provided

by the breakdown of adenosine triphosphate. The increased oxygen uptake at or

following the cleavage would then be indicative of a restoration of the ATP. There-

fore the actual time interval of the extra energy demands of cleavage may be much
shorter than the period of extra oxygen consumption. Since the conditions are at all

times thoroughly aerobic, the rate of oxidative recovery would seem to be limited

rather by the amount of oxidative enzymes present in the egg than by an inability to

obtain adequate supplies of oxygen. It is possible that cycling may depend upon a

certain excess of enzyme, not present in a non-cycling egg. It may also be that

the excess oxygen consumption reflects directly the energy requirements of the

mitotic nuclear processes that take place throughout this period before the next

cleavage. Some of these processes may well be associated with an increased energy
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exchange and could hence produce cycling of the oxygen consumption even if the

cytoplasmic cleavage failed to occur, such as observed by Zeuthen (1946).
In our experiments the cycling is always strongly damped. It almost vanishes

after the two or three first divisions. Zeuthen (1949) has found that later on cy-

cling increases very markedly. Even if it can be demonstrated that this late cy-

cling also occurs' in single eggs, there will still be a minimum of cycling after the

second or third division, and hence there can be no simple correlation between the

wave amplitude and the steadily increasing number of cell divisions. It seems

reasonable to believe that in later divisions the synchronism gets progressively poorer,
and the exact nature of the late cyclings, therefore, needs further clarification. We
must emphasize, however, that cell division in individual cells very often takes place

without any demonstrable cycling. Quite regularly, therefore, the energy require-

ments for the different phases are apparently fitted nicely together within the limits

of a steady constant flow of oxidative processes. It seems necessary to await much
more detailed information before we can form a consistent picture of the energetics

of cell division.
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SUMMARY

1. In the present investigation we have analyzed the oxygen consumption during
the first two to five cell divisions in single eggs from three echinoderms (Strongylo-
centrotus pitrpuratns, S. jranciscanus, Dcndrastcr excentricus) and from the

echiuroid worm Urcchis canpo, employing the reference diver technique (Scho-
lander. Claff and Sveinsson, 1952a).

2. There is poor correlation between the cell volume and the oxygen consumption
in individual eggs, both of which vary considerably.

3. The oxygen consumption during cell division may proceed without measur-

able change in rate (usual in Urechis, S. jranciscanus) or it may show cycling cor-

related with the cell divisions (Dendraster and 5". piirpnratiis). If cycling occurs,

the cytoplasmic cleavage is associated with an abrupt rise in the oxygen consump-
tion.

4. The cycling, if present, is strongly damped and often disappears after two to

three divisions.
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5. When started, cleavage can proceed without oxygen consumption (S.

jranciscanus) .

6. Our runs on single eggs reflect in some respects the results gained by mass

runs, but we are able to supply a more exact picture with respect to timing, curve

shape, and variations in individual cells.
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